Today’s modern datacenter is rapidly evolving — moving from hardware-based servers, to cloud workloads, and to serverless architectures. In this new world of hybrid and multicloud workloads, security needs to be dynamic — living, moving, and dying with the workload instances. Xshield for Micro-segmentation and Cloud Workload Protection — part of the Xtended ZeroTrust Platform — enables enterprises to secure flat networks with instant workload visibility, segmentation and dynamic policy enforcement, and the ability to control user access.

**Gain 20:20 visibility into your digital enterprise**
- Get a mapped view into every user, application, database, and workload interaction
- Drag and drop enterprise IT assets into segments to create ZeroTrust Zones™
- Gain a single, granular view into any network, endpoint, or multicloud instance

**Measure your dynamic security posture**
- Observe security policy effectiveness in simulation mode before enforcement
- Define granular policies for multi-tiered applications, micro-services, and multicloud architecture
- Set-and-forget security policies with a few clicks based on multiple attributes

**Enforce policies and access with confidence**
- Automate and orchestrate policies, and securely migrate workloads to the cloud
- Isolate and control communication within, across, and to the segmented groups
- Secure, encrypt, and limit user access to only specific assigned services — from inside or outside
KEY BENEFITS

- No hardware — super scalable cloud solution
- Immediately detect and block malicious communications
- Follow workloads dynamically, staying secure regardless of location
- Eliminate the complexity of maintaining static firewall rules
- Enforce and prove compliance with micro-segmentation

KEY FEATURES

- Ultra-lightweight agent or agentless
- Multi-layer visualization
- Web classification and IP reputation
- Built-in vulnerability assessment
- Dynamic policy enforcement and user access


ABOUT COLORTOKENS

ColorTokens Inc., a leader in cloud-based zero trust security protecting enterprises from APTs, lateral and insider threats. ColorTokens is headquartered in Santa Clara, USA with facilities in UK and India. To know more about us please visit www.colortokens.com or connect with us on LinkedIn, Twitter, and Facebook.